Use/Painting of the Apple Policy

Date Effective:  
Issued By: Division of Student Affairs  
Contact: Judicial and Mediation Services, 814-393-1918

Purpose:  
To provide for the safe and appropriate use of the Apple structure on campus.

Policy:  
The Apple is intended for use/painting by Clarion University Students, Registered Student Organizations and Registered University Organizations to promote their organizations and activities.

Procedures:

1. Content is not restricted unless messages posted contain obscene, libelous material, hate speech or information is in direct violation of federal, state, or local law.

2. While it is understood that some paint may be spilled on the concrete sidewalk around the Apple, due to safety concerns, painting the concrete sidewalk itself is prohibited. The sidewalk around the Apple, like all sidewalks on campus, falls under the university’s posting policy and maybe chalked, but not painted.

3. Climbing on or attempting to sit on the Apple is strictly prohibited.